Fall SoCal Zone Summit Notes

REB Goal for FRC:
• 700 members attending
• Charter Bus is available for SoCal Zone
• Registration will open up again on Monday. Cause: upgrading between systems.
• Volunteers needed for FRC: you get APEx Career Fair time. Email Alex at r6socalzone@nsbe.org if interested.

Senator's Presentation:
• Emailed Danielle about the following. CC’d Alex.
  ◦ if senator appointment is formal in the regional or national bylaws or is it up to the discretion of the CEB?
  ◦ Also, can presidents be Senators?

Dr. Shirley Webber, California State Assemblywoman

How to be a leader:

• Do it to serve. You need to work.
• Demand respect.
• A good leader was also once a good follower.
• Know rules and regulations of processes within your board.
• Know your material about what you are representing.
• Must be trustworthy. Your word is everything.
• Be an innovative problem solver.
• Know your values and stick to them
• Constantly education your board. Constantly challenge your board.
• Never strive to be liked. Strive to be indispensable
• Most of what we allow to control us through fear is not even real.

Retention workshop:
• CSUN does 4.0 guaranteed (good for next Chapter highlight for e-news)
• Chapters can request funding from Region for materials for the retention
program implementation. Awards are based on the number of verified GPA’s at the chapter

• GPA Collection form: easiest way to get your GPA reported. Ask your chapter president or AEx chair. Email r6aex@nsbe.org if both those CEB members do not have the form.

• Fullerton is requesting a chapter visit. President feels that regional representative is necessary to really get the point of programs and the retention initiatives across to the chapter.

• Fullerton is working on study jams and wants to start upperclassmen-to-lowerclassmen mentorship

• Eden Aklile, Region 6 AEX Chair has office hours if you need one-on-one support with the retention program.

**Important Dates:**

• Next Village Call 10/22
• Retention Forums at FRCs 11/1, 11/15, 11/22
• Retention Report #1 Due 12/15

**Caterpillar Presentation by Billy:**

• Things to ask about at Career fair.
  ◦ How much of the company is invested towards R&D?
  ◦ What is your profit for share?

Reach out to Solar Turbines (Caterpillar) if you want them to be a part of the retention program.